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Information on including LVC in a Will.
Leaving a gift in your will to Leicester Vaughan College is a really great way to help further
the long-term cause of providing adult higher education in Leicester through a Cooperative
College. Accompanying this document is some information on the founding objects of LVC
as a community benefit society and member of Coops UK. A gift for the general purposes
of LVC allows full flexibility to use the gift where it is most needed at the time it is received,
unlike a gift for a specific purpose which may create problems if that need no longer
applies. For this reason we encourage gifts left in a will to be for the general purposes of
the society.
Different Ways Money Can Be Left in a Will.
You can leave a specific amount of money, which is known as a pecuniary gift, or a share
of what’s left over after all your wishes have been carried out, which is a residuary gift.
Many people choose this latter option because the value of the gift won’t go down over
time.
Some suggested wording.
There are some suggested wordings below for either of these ways of including a gift for
the general purposes of LVC in a will. It is strongly recommended that you use a qualified
solicitor to ensure your wishes are recorded properly.
If you’d like to leave a pecuniary gift:
“I bequeath to the Leicester Vaughan College Ltd (‘LVC’) c/o Leicester Adult Education
College, 54 Belvoir St, Leicester LE1 6QL, an FCA-registered Community Benefit Society,
No. 7622, or its successor body, the sum of £...’
If you’d like to leave a residuary gift:
‘My Executors (these will be defined) shall divide the residue of my estate into equal
shares and shall hold such shares as follows:
a) as to (specify number) such shares for the Leicester Vaughan College Ltd (‘LVC’) c/o
Leicester Adult Education College, 54 Belvoir St, Leicester LE1 6QL, an FCA-registered
Community Benefit Society, No. 7622, or its successor body, absolutely;
b) as to (specify number) such shares for (legatee) of (address) absolutely.’
… etc
Thank you for thinking of Leicester Vaughan College in this way.
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Our Objects
In our rules we outline our shared values and how our College seeks to achieve them.
These are summarized below.
We aim to:
provide university-level education [Higher Education] to those over 18 in Leicester and
beyond
offer education which is centred on fully-accredited face-to-face, part-time learning and is
open to anyone who can benefit from it professionally, personally or intellectually
continue and expand the Vaughan tradition of providing adult learners in Leicester with
high quality university-level education, which is compatible with the requirements of
working and personal lives
develop courses which reflect local needs, and our local and economic context
build, through the values and ethics of co-operation, an institution which prioritizes
education over profit
We support:
the provision of education and opportunities for a broad range of students from diverse
communities.
an equitable and sustainable working context for adult educators and all who work and
learn as part of the College.
an alternative and sustainable model of Higher Education focused on the needs of
students, staff and the wider community delivered through co-operation.
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The full text of our objects:
“The objects of the Society shall be to carry on any business for the benefit of the
community by providing flexible, university-level education which is aimed primarily at
mature students, and delivered in an equitable and sustainable context for staff.
We, the Society members, believe in education as a public good: it benefits both society
as a whole and its diverse communities by enabling self-improvement, mutualimprovement and civic participation.
The Society exists to provide those over 18 in Leicester and beyond with university-level
education [Higher Education]. This education is centred on fully-accredited, face-to-face,
part-time learning and is open to anyone who can benefit from it professionally, personally
or intellectually. It offers individuals opportunities to develop, change or advance their lives
and careers. It benefits communities through solidarity, co-operation and gaining the tools
to address the challenges faced by society.
We will continue and expand the Vaughan tradition of providing adult learners in Leicester
with high quality university-level education, which is compatible with the requirements of
working and personal lives. We will secure the provision of this kind of education and
opportunities for a broad range of students from diverse communities. We will support an
equitable and sustainable working context for adult educators and all who work and learn
as part of the College. We will ensure the courses we develop reflect local needs and our
local and economic context. Through co-operation, we will provide an alternative,
reproducible and sustainable model of Higher Education focused on the needs of students,
staff and the wider community.
We will use these values and the ethics of co-operation to build an institution which
prioritises education over profit.”

